out the state breathed an uneasy sigh of relief Tuesday as AB 879—a state the rights of gays, the disabled, and other minorities to housing protection in the state. The board roll-back of employment and discrimination ordinances, leaving gays locally would be left without protection. The progressive victory was less than a partial victory was won early, in the Senate, as clerical errors and other planning mistakes caused over $200,000 damage to the letters, said the owners of the building office "security." Employees keys, according to task force sources. The decision of the appellate court, which became an issue after board the whole story." Burrows, according to task force sources, considered "confidential". A second beneficial effect could be the furthering of the cause of homosexuals into the country. GRA has been active in recent years in trying to overturn immigration regulations that prohibit entrance to the U.S. of homosexuals. (Continued on page 51)
Gay Leaders Quiz Smith

Local Lesbians Uneasy Over King Affair

San Francisco: San Francisco's local leaders of the women's liberation movement were extremely critical of the recent announcement by Mayor Joseph P. Alioto to replace PDF's Mary King with her secretary, Catherine Canaan.

According to Norma Paris, who speaks for the San Francisco chapter of the National Women's Political Caucus, King's replacement would mean the end of a positive influence that has lasted more than a year. Ms. Paris said, "The issue is the establishment of a strong women's presence in Alioto's administration. Mary has been the only woman in the mayor's cabinet, and her presence has enhanced the women's role in city government."

The announcement was made by Alioto at City Hall on Wednesday afternoon. The mayor said that Canaan, who was a legal secretary in the Alioto office for the past two years, was suggested by the department heads for the position of first female deputy mayor.

In the past, Canaan has served as a legal secretary in the Alioto office for two years and has been involved in various women's rights issues. She has been a strong supporter of the Women's Liberation Movement and has actively participated in various conferences and workshops.

The move has been met with some disappointment by lesbian leaders and women's groups. "We are concerned about the lack of women's representation in the Alioto administration," said Paris. "Mary has been a positive role model for women and has brought a new perspective to city government."

On the other hand, some women's groups have welcomed Canaan's appointment. "Catherine is a strong and capable woman who has been involved in the city's political arena," said one group member. "She will bring a new perspective to the mayor's office and will be a strong influence in promoting women's rights."
"We have over us an administration that has seen fit to support Latin American tyrannies that have violated every principle of liberty. . . . This hypocracy should be the gravenest concern to gay men and women."

---

"Violations of human rights overseas, Reagan can consciously support these. . . ."

---

"Moral Majority backers would take . . . ."
GOOD QUESTION: Why did the News allow producers Grace Diekhaus of Monte Carlo and in the George Journalism and Mass Communicationsmitted or invited."
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2000 VAN NESS AVENUE, SUITE 206

BUENA VISTA DOCTORS Medical Care

RVDAC is a private medical facility providing primary care solely in a setting that is supportive and compassionate to the Gay patient. Our interpretation of holistic combines traditional and alternative medical care providing a broad range of health care services, including general medicine, and prevention of illness through education. Our emotional, psychological, and spiritual needs related illness and medical care.

FAMILY PRACTICE PHYSICIANS
Clinical Pathology, Nutritional By APPOINTMENT ONLY Medical Care/Consultations

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CITY AND COUNTY EMPLOYEES...
A New Health Plan Is Now Available To You

San Francisco City & County Employees...
A New Health Plan Is Now Available To You

If you don't select your destiny, a destiny selects you. WHEN YOU UNCOVER YOUR VISION AND ARE ACTING ON IT, DESTINY AH SHE WAY TO DISCLOSE, AND YOU ARE TAKING CONTROL OF YOUR LIFE.

Destinental

Quinn Mission Mission

Elderly services: active senior citizens, Minneapolis, Minnesota

OLESSA\mission Mission

LETTERS

Centro Decline

Bobby

We would like to take the opportunity to respond to the article written by Bob "Bobby" in the "letters" column of the most recent issue of the News. Bobby, your view that "people are not interested in what the Centro is doing" has little or no basis in fact, as I've seen you in Centro activities and I've been approached by many, many Centro members and active participants who are interested and committed to Centro. Centro is the largest Latino gay and lesbian organization in the US. It is striving to make a difference in the community, and people are interested in what they are doing. In fact, Centro has been very successful in achieving its goals. For example, Centro has been able to organize successful pride parades in San Francisco, which have attracted thousands of people. Centro has also been successful in organizing other events, such as conferences, workshops, and concerts, which have brought people together and provided opportunities for community involvement. Centro is an important organization and it is important that we continue to support it.

Upper Case "Gay"

Rosario

There is a lot of energy about gay rights these days. This is great, but we can't lose focus on the real issues. For example, there is a lot of talk about discrimination in the workplace, but we need to remember that discrimination in the workplace is just one of many issues that need to be addressed. For example, we need to address the issue of lack of housing for gay people and the lack of affordable housing for gay people. In addition, we need to address the issue of homophobia in schools and the need for more gay and lesbian teachers in schools. There is a lot of work to be done, and we need to focus on all of these issues, not just on one.

Ad翩

Johanna

I support the idea of a national gay pride parade. It is important to raise awareness about the issues facing the gay community and to show solidarity with other communities that are facing similar issues. However, I am concerned that some people may see the parade as a way to gain attention for themselves, rather than as a way to support the cause. In addition, I am concerned that some people may use the parade as an opportunity to discriminate against others, such as the elderly, people with disabilities, and people of color. We need to make sure that the parade is inclusive and that everyone is welcome.

Comment

Johanna

I strongly support the idea of a national gay pride parade. It is important to raise awareness about the issues facing the gay community and to show solidarity with other communities that are facing similar issues. However, I am concerned that some people may see the parade as a way to gain attention for themselves, rather than as a way to support the cause. In addition, I am concerned that some people may use the parade as an opportunity to discriminate against others, such as the elderly, people with disabilities, and people of color. We need to make sure that the parade is inclusive and that everyone is welcome.

CITY HALL REPORTS

Supervisor Nancy C. Walter

On Monday, April 26th, the Board of Supervisors approved the proposed changes to the City Charter. These changes would make the City Charter more transparent and easier to understand. The changes would also make the process of amending the City Charter more democratic. The Board of Supervisors also approved the proposed changes to the City Budget, which would increase the City's spending on education and health care. The Board of Supervisors also approved the proposed changes to the City's tax code, which would increase the City's revenue and provide more funding for the City's programs. The Board of Supervisors also approved the proposed changes to the City's planning code, which would make the City more environmentally friendly.
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ANSEL ADAMS
photography from within

S. Moore

I would take a photographic course or read and reread the classic essays of the photographers who came before me. I always enjoyed it, but never had the desire to pursue it as a career. I was always more interested in what I was seeing than in how to capture it. But after reading about Ansel Adams, I realized that there was a world of photography that I never even knew existed. The drama of the scenes, the beauty of the landscapes, the pure joy of creation - it all poured into my soul with a force that was irresistible.

Ansel Adams, famous for his photographs of the American West, was a photographer who captured the true essence of a landscape. He believed that every photographer should have a personal vision of what they want to capture in their photographs. Adams was a perfectionist, and his work showed in the clarity and beauty of his photographs.

Adams explained his concept of the "photographic moment." It's a moment where time, light, and composition all converge in perfect harmony. It's a moment where the photographer's vision and the natural world come together in a way that is both profound and beautiful.

Adams was not only a master photographer, but also a master teacher. He taught his students the importance of a personal vision, the need for patience, and the value of a photographic moment. He believed that every photograph should be a masterpiece, and he would spend hours perfecting each one.

One of the things that I learned from Adams was the importance of composition. He believed that composition was the key to the success of a photograph. He taught his students to look at the scene from different angles, to study the light, and to look for the perfect composition.

Adams was also a great thinker. He believed that photography was a form of expression, and he used his photographs to express his love of the natural world. He believed that every photograph should be a statement, and he used his photographs to speak to the world about the beauty of the natural world.

Ansel Adams was a true genius of photography. His work continues to inspire and influence photographers today. His photographs continue to touch the hearts of people all over the world, and his legacy will live on for many years to come.


ROCK RECORDS

K. Lee"n

THE CRIBSTER: Great Sing (S/t)

(Circa) The Cribster's 1980 release "Great Sing" is only available here on Discogs as a limited edition LP. It features a collection of classic R&B and soul tracks from the 1960s and 1970s, including hits like "What Kind of Fool Am I," "I Wish It Could Be Easy," and "Try to Remember." The album is a must-have for fans of vintage soul and R&B music.

BEANJOHNS: Stop The War

(Blackwood) "Stop The War" is a powerful statement against the war in Afghanistan. The album features a collection of original songs written by the band, including "I Am A Woman," "War Is Hell," and "Can't Win." The album is a must-have for fans of alternative rock and anti-war music.

THE SEVEN YEARS: Paradise

(Treehouse) "Paradise" is a new release by the band The Seven Years. The album features a collection of original songs written by the band, including "Paradise," "Lost," and "Love." The album is a must-have for fans of indie rock and alternative music.

MARCUS KINCAID: My Life (S/t)

(Seven Year) "My Life" is a new release by Marcus Kincaid. The album features a collection of original songs written by the band, including "My Life," "Lost," and "Love." The album is a must-have for fans of acoustic rock and folk music.

DANIEL RYAN: The Last Of Us

(Lost) "The Last Of Us" is a new release by Daniel Ryan. The album features a collection of original songs written by the band, including "The Last Of Us," "Lost," and "Love." The album is a must-have for fans of alternative rock and folk music.

AFTER DARK

The Magazine of Entertainment

WE'RE BACK THE WAY YOU LOVED US!

13th Anniversary Issue!

CONTACT
Michael Shannon
Advertising & Promotion
401 North Broadway
San Francisco, CA 94117
(415) 863-8727
I’LL AGREE WITH YOU on one point: In a city such as this, The City-That-Knows-Hop, why is it that there are so few sidewalk cafes? You can almost count their number on one hand and still have your thumb and index finger left over to pick up your demi-tasse cup.

A DISCOVERY awaits you in Noe Valley. That’s pronounced “NO-E,” Herb. There’s a charming sidewalk cafe called MAGGIE’S in a little yellow-Victorian house on 24th Street. As you know, Noe Valley is one of the sunniest neighborhoods in San Francisco and the folks at MAGGIE’S know how to savor those sunny days.

ON MAGGIE’S REDWOOD DECK overlooking 24th Street you can sip cappuccino and enjoy the afternoon. The daytime menu features a wide variety of omelettes ($3.00-$4.00) that are served with home fries, fruit and fresh baked bread. They also serve an interesting selection of salads and sandwiches, and a choice of house specialties that include Pasta, Seafood and Vegetarian dishes. The Moussaka ($5.25 at lunch, $7.00 at dinner) is done with eggplant and assorted vegetables, topped with a numbing-spiced ricotta custard. A dish you’ll find nowhere else but MAGGIE’S is the Bombay Chicken ($6.25 at lunch, $7.53 at dinner). This boneless breast of chicken cured with vegetables, fruit and nuts, baked in a filo pastry crust and served with mango chutney, yogurt and rice.

THE BEST time of all to visit MAGGIE’S is for dinner. That is when you can really appreciate the interior of this renovated Victorian. There are fresh flowers, antiques, an oriental rug, and a fire in the fireplace. The music tends towards light jazz and classical, and while you wait for your table you can enjoy the wine bar.

MAGGIE’S has a beer/wine license and with this they have created a most ingenious drink list. A favorite for brunch or dinner is the Champagne Magnolia, a mix of champagne, orange juice and Bagetto apricot wine. If you are a Bloody Mary drinker, try the Sake Mary, made with sake instead of vodka. MAGGIE’S also makes the best Champagne Cocktail in S.F. and they’ve been original enough to leave out the ridiculous lump of sugar that invariably lies in the bottom of the glass.

HERB, try MAGGIE’S. We won’t take NOE for an answer. As for the rest of you—discover MAGGIE’S before Herb Caen does.

THE BOARDING HOUSE 901 Columbus at Lombard presents The Roches and Riders in the Sky May 5 & 6 Shows at 8 & 11 • Tickets $6.50

THE BOARDS CITY OF ITHACA, N.Y. The American High School Musical Revue at the Westgate Theater May 4-10

NEW SATURDAY CABARET SAMANTHA SPICEY

SYLVESTER May 7-10 Shows at 8 & 11 Sunday Shows at 5 & 8 Special Mother’s Day Brunch Served Sunday Tickets $10

WAYLAND FLOWERS & MADAME May 14-17

EXPOSE (Continued on page 12)
THEATRE

Oregon Shakespeare Festival

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

TWELFTH NIGHT

NEARLY 200 YEARS AFTER ITS 1885 PREMIERE AT THE OREGON SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL, "TWELFTH NIGHT" WILL BE ON STAGE THROUGH JULY 5 AT THE ARGUS BOSSIER THEATRE.

WILD OATS

NEW YORK "WILD OATS," WHICH OPENED AT THE OREGON SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL ON MARCH 2, IS AN INTRIGUING COMEDY THAT'S NOW IN ITS THIRD WEEK IN NEW YORK.

ANGELA LANSBURY, GEORGE HEARN, SWEENEY TODD

"TWELFTH NIGHT"

Twelfth Night, or What You Will, is a popular Shakespearean play that has been performed many times in different productions. This particular production, performed by the Oregon Shakespeare Festival, has gained much acclaim and is still running today.

WILD OATS

"Wild Oats" is a modern comedy with a Shakespearean twist. It features Angela Lansbury and George Hearn, who are known for their theatrical performances.

SWEENEY TODD

Sweeney Todd is a musical that tells the story of a barber who exacts revenge on those who have hurt him. The production features Angela Lansbury and George Hearn.

THRU MAY 3 ONLY!

Tickets at Oregon Shakespeare Festival Box Office, BASS, STARTS MAY 6 673 4400

LA CASE AUX FOLLES II

...the relationship continues

WILD OATS, continued from page 19

Shasta and company come into view are two indoor theatres and an outdoor. A Shakespearean festival because the alleged playwright, John O'Keeffe. Despite their persuasive biography of Bard's words—and those of lesser playwrights—about. It's so appropri­ate because "Those guys down South have half the work for him."

The supporting zanies all perform well, but they're far outweighed by the com­edy of Sherry Twain. The show has its high points, and it's clear that the cast has put a lot of work into it. The highlight of this play, mainly be­cause "Our hero is our hero because "Omar Mukhtar is our hero because he is who he is.

ROCKIES, BEERS IN THE SKY

The show Rocky roses was over the weekend and Monday will continue. Some audience members found the show to be too long, but others enjoyed it. The production is being praised for its music and acting.

ROBERT GORDON, PENETRATOR

Gordon is a relatively unknown performer who has gained some attention for his portrayal of a character named William in "The Harder They Come." He is also known for his work in the film "The Big Lebowski." The show is a musical that features a variety of songs and performances.
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The supporting zanies all perform well, but they're far outweighed by the com­edy of Sherry Twain. The show has its high points, and it's clear that the cast has put a lot of work into it. The highlight of this play, mainly be­cause "Our hero is our hero because "Omar Mukhtar is our hero because he is who he is.
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Gordon is a relatively unknown performer who has gained some attention for his portrayal of a character named William in "The Harder They Come." He is also known for his work in the film "The Big Lebowski." The show is a musical that features a variety of songs and performances.
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marantz's
NEW 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM (Model 985)

With Sound Quality So Fantastic You Won't Believe Your Ears!

Giant size cabinets give rich resonant sound to fill even the largest room.

$149 each ($298 for the pair).

Although these marantz speaker systems are rather large for the average room, their beautiful walnut grain color blends well with any decor.

These speaker systems are one of Marantz's newest models. (So new that most stores don't even have this new series in stock.) Do not confuse these high quality Marantz speakers with the lower priced Marantz speakers, such as the 15M, 12M, 2M, etc. This new model (the 985) is an incredible speaker system.

This is marantz's
NEWEST ONE!!!
(Model SR2000)

At a price so low, It will shock you, and drive other Stereo Dealers Insane!!!!

76 WATTS RMS!!

This powerful AM-FM Receiver has an ample 38 RMS watts Per Channel (times 2 ch.) into 4 ohms minimum continuous power output from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with less than 0.1% Total Harmonic Distortion.

Go to Any Stereo Store in the City, and ask if they will sell you this same receiver, (Brand New), for less than the Manufacturer's list price of $325.00

But now you can buy this great Marantz Receiver, (Brand New in factory sealed carton), for only $149.00 each, for a total of $298 for the pair, plus $1 for the Marantz Receiver. Your cost for the complete 3 piece group is only $299.

SUNSET STERO
Our 12th Year of Serving San Francisco
2555 Irving Street - San Francisco
Bay Area
Vacation Retreats

Russian River
Napa Valley
Marin
Beaches
San Jose
Monterey
No doubt about it, the Russian River Resort area is on the verge of a new renaissance. What was a tally of gay resorts and havens along the shoreline is now an outright mushrooming of gay establishments. The Russian River, which has been the center of Sonoma County's gay community for many years, has blossomed gay resorts (see map on page 17), complete with secluded swimming holes, decked out with nude sunbathers, and surrounded by gay patronage.

One real estate agent in the area estimates that easily half of the properties on the river are in the hands of gay owners, and the gay community is taking root all along the river. St. Helena has the largest concentration of gay real estate in the area, and property prices in the river town's local paper took strong exception. Nowhere is the change more evident than in the Russian River Lodge, which has changed hands several times in recent years.

Since the 1990 gay guide to the Russian River appeared, there have been significant changes in the resort area. One recent development is the rise of gay-themed events and festivals. The Russian River has experienced a steady influx of gay visitors, and the area has become a popular destination for gay travelers.

The increase in gay tourism has had a positive impact on the local economy. The Russian River Resort area is now one of the most popular gay destinations in the world, attracting visitors from all over the country. The area has become a hub for gay-themed events and activities, including gay pride parades, festivals, and other events.

No doubt about it, the Russian River Resort area is on the verge of a new renaissance. The area has become a popular destination for gay travelers, and the increase in gay tourism has had a positive impact on the local economy.
Russian River Resorts

...continued from page 16...

scenic wonders of the River.

of gay men and gay women who mingle better there than they ever do in the City.

cabins vary from a one or two person model to a three-bedroom cottage.

to SI32 per night for a three-bedroom cottage. These rates are reduced for Sunday

off some delicious steaks or ribs.

Highlands Resort

the swimming pool.

River mornings your feet don't shock you into awakening.

Nestled on fourteen acres of riverfront property, Fife's is the largest and one

Some folks who arrive on Friday night never leave the premises until they check

Both gay and non-gay clientele stay at Fern Grove and mix very well together,

Other amenities include a large pool with spacious sun deck, a lounge and game

(12:30-3:30). This season the Lodge begins its Deli-Food Service operation, with

kitchens) to rooms in the old-fashioned farmhouse which is the main structure on

breakfast, lunch and dinner served daily. On Saturdays and Sundays, try their

rooms in the old-fashioned farmhouse which is the main structure on

rooms in the old-fashioned farmhouse which is the main structure on

...continued from page 18...

Fern Grove

...continued from page 16...

Russian River Lodge

As one drives along the River Road, the Russian River Lodge is the first gas

Canoeists are also welcome for those who wish to explore

River Village

Let near River Village passed the mouth of geysers on the River and since

The Russian River Lodge is one of the few places where gay people can feel

...continued from page 16...

Sleepy Hollow

One of the newest gay-only getaways on the River is Sleepy Hollow, which

dancers including a large pool with spacious sun deck, a lounge and game

...continued from page 18...

Wildwood

Sail with the fabulous Wallaroo, a small catboat, and watch the sun set

...continued from page 18...

Russian River Shuttle Service

Beginning Friday, May 1, direct bus service between San Francisco and the

Russian River will be available on the Russian River Express, operated by

...continued from page 18...
Beaching it in San Francisco

One of the major complaints leveled against San Francisco—especially by Southern Californians—is that the City doesn't offer enough opportunities to experience nature in the open. The City is surrounded by water and by mountains. Although the San Francisco-Peninsula coastline along the Northern Cali­fornia coast may not be as beautiful as the Pacific shores enjoyed nearer San Jose, the Bay Area coastline can hardly match some of the most beautiful beaches on the United States. Over the past several years, many more Californians have turned to the Bay Area for its beaches, although not exclusively frequent these beaches as well.

Below the Sentinel office is an official guide to the gay activity frequently enjoyed in the city. The Sentinel is proud to be gay-owned and operated, and we're looking to make your time here a fun and exciting one. For more details on gay activity in the city, please refer to the Sentinel's Official Guide to Gay San Francisco.

Southern beaches at Land's End.

Land's End is the westernmost of 80 or so public beaches found in San Francisco Bay. It is a popular place to go for a swim, but it is also a favorite destination for sunbathers and hikers. The beach is easy to reach by car or by public transportation. The beach is open to the public and is free to enter. The area is well-maintained and offers a beautiful view of the bay.

Devil's Slide

Devil's Slide is a popular destination for those who want to experience a nude beach. The beach is located in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. It is a favorite spot for sunbathers and hikers. The beach is open to the public and is free to enter. The area is well-maintained and offers a beautiful view of the bay.

Muir Beach

Muir Beach is a popular destination for those who want to experience a nude beach. The beach is located in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. It is a favorite spot for sunbathers and hikers. The beach is open to the public and is free to enter. The area is well-maintained and offers a beautiful view of the bay.

Stinson Beach

Stinson Beach is a popular destination for those who want to experience a nude beach. The beach is located in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. It is a favorite spot for sunbathers and hikers. The beach is open to the public and is free to enter. The area is well-maintained and offers a beautiful view of the bay.

The Rusty Nail

The Rusty Nail is a popular destination for those who want to experience a nude beach. The beach is located in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. It is a favorite spot for sunbathers and hikers. The beach is open to the public and is free to enter. The area is well-maintained and offers a beautiful view of the bay.

Le Divino

Le Divino is a French restaurant in the heart of San Francisco. It is a favorite spot for sunbathers and hikers. The beach is open to the public and is free to enter. The area is well-maintained and offers a beautiful view of the bay.

San Gregorio: A wellspring of magic and beauty.

San Gregorio is the westernmost of 80 or so public beaches found in San Francisco Bay. It is a popular place to go for a swim, but it is also a favorite destination for sunbathers and hikers. The beach is open to the public and is free to enter. The area is well-maintained and offers a beautiful view of the bay.

In conclusion, San Francisco offers a variety of beautiful beaches for those who want to experience the natural beauty of the area. Whether you are looking for a place to swim or to simply relax, San Francisco has something for everyone.
Point Reyes and the Marin Headlands

San Francisco: 8711 W. Third Street. 278-5813

Draka Beach, a wite shordine with soft sand, surrounded by beautiful white cliffs.

The Bay & Marin

by Michael McGinniss

Jack London's novel The Sea Wolf, begins on a day when in­
scrutably the San Francisco Bay. Back-breaking, out of the
fog, a figure appears and creates a mood filled with
romanticism. The sea is calm and beautiful. One young man is
released from the sea, another is released from the
woods, a third from a prison. These three young men begin
their lives as a new man. They are the sea wolves, new to
the world and full of life.

The Point Reyes lighthouse has been closed for years, but there are other things
you can do in the area. You can take a walk on the beach, or climb the hills and
enjoy the views. You can also visit the Point Reyes National Seashore for a
wonderful nature experience.

Point Reyes National Seashore

The Point Reyes National Seashore is a beautiful place to visit. It is
located on the west side of San Francisco Bay, just north of San Francisco. The
area is known for its beautiful beaches, rolling hills, and
migrating birds. You can take a walk on the beach, or climb the
hills and enjoy the views. You can also visit the Point Reyes
Lighthouse for a wonderful nature experience.

Arts & Entertainment

The Bay Area is known for its vibrant arts and entertainment scene. You can
enjoy a variety of activities, from attending a theater performance,
concert, or dance show, to visiting a museum or art gallery.

Food & Drink

The Bay Area is known for its delicious food and drinks. You can find a variety of
restaurants, from casual cafes to fine dining establishments.

The Pusher Man

Richard Wagner, Ph.D.
Clinical Sexologist

The Sausage Factory

The Bay & Marin (continued from page 20)

The Bay Area is a great place to visit. There are a variety of activities to enjoy, from
visiting the beach to exploring the mountains.

The Bay Area is a great place to visit. There are a variety of activities to enjoy, from
visiting the beach to exploring the mountains.
The Delta

As you drive north along Highway 1 from San Francisco, the California Delta is one of the first signs of the state's abundant agricultural wealth. The Sacramento River Delta, which is actually the largest estuary in North America, is a network of shrimp-like channels and islands that is the main water source for the San Francisco Bay Area. The Delta can be explored by boat, and there are numerous opportunities to rent anything from a personal watercraft to a small fishing boat with a 6 hp engine for around $20 a day.

Another way to experience the Delta is to walk along the wetlands and see the variety of birds that call it home. The Delta is a birdwatcher's paradise and offers an opportunity to see many species of birds that are not found in other parts of the state. The Delta is also a great place to go fishing, and there are numerous opportunities to rent equipment and gear.

The most interesting way to explore the Delta is by boat. You can rent anything from a personal watercraft to a small fishing boat with a 6 hp engine for around $20 a day. The Delta is a birdwatcher's paradise and offers an opportunity to see many species of birds that are not found in other parts of the state.

Another visually stunning excursion also lies farther south from Monterey: Big Sur and some scenic splendors. William Randolph Hearst. Since motel and hotel accommodations in the town of Santa Cruz and some scenic splendors.

Two miles north of San Francisco, the California Delta is one of the first signs of the state's abundant agricultural wealth. The Sacramento River Delta, which is actually the largest estuary in North America, is a network of shrimp-like channels and islands that is the main water source for the San Francisco Bay Area. The Delta can be explored by boat, and there are numerous opportunities to rent anything from a personal watercraft to a small fishing boat with a 6 hp engine for around $20 a day.

The most interesting way to explore the Delta is by boat. You can rent anything from a personal watercraft to a small fishing boat with a 6 hp engine for around $20 a day. The Delta is a birdwatcher's paradise and offers an opportunity to see many species of birds that are not found in other parts of the state. The Delta is also a great place to go fishing, and there are numerous opportunities to rent equipment and gear.
Tuaca
ITS TASTE HAS COME.

Tuaca is a very different liqueur. It costs a bit more but it's worth it. Imagine a big, bold brandy taste lightly laced with a subtle sweetness. Unboring. Unusual. Imported from Italy. Tuaca. It's what's missing from your collection of liqueurs.

Tuaca. The bold but subtly sweet Italian liqueur.